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Recap



Recap - Bayesian calibration in a nutshell

• A statistical inference technique

• Probabilistic machine learning

• The analogy of Bayes’s theorem is used for inverse-UQ

• All parameters are assigned with prior probability distributions

• Often non-informative priors are assigned

• The probability is updated in light of evidence, measured data

• The result is a posterior probability distribution
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The prior, the likelihood, the posterior

p(θ|D) =
P(D|θ)p(θ)

p(D)
=
L(θ)p(θ)

p(D)
∝ L(θ)p(θ)

where

• p(θ|D) is the posterior

• p(D|θ) = L(θ) is the

likelihood

• p(θ) is the prior

• p(D) is a normalization

constant (marginal

likelihood of data)
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MCMC - Markov Chain Monte Carlo

• Samples a distribution (e.g. a

posterior)

• Requires only a function

proportional to the PDF

• Typically, very many samples

required for convergence

• Evaluation of a full model in

each iteration can be

impractical

• Solution: GP (or a another

surrogate)
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Surrogate (or meta) model

• Can be used in lieu of the

simulation tool

• The main purpose to make the

calibration practical

• The surrogate model can be

trained in advanced

• Using parallelization and

computer clusters
Figure 1: Picasso’s reduced order dog
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GP as surrogate

• Popular choice of surrogate model

• Provides predictions with uncertainties

• Goes exactly through training points (noise-free data)

• Predictions at new locations are conditioned on training data

• Spatial co-variance, closer points are more correlated than points

further apart

• Software; Sandia Dakota/Surfpack, Pymc3, Sklearn
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GP as surrogate
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The result - a posterior distribution of model parameter

Figure 2: Calibration performed at Westinghouse of a TU fission gas release

model
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But ... the adverse effect of model inadequacy

Uncertainties too small?
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Masters thesis - joint calibration of cladding oxidation and hy-

drogen pick-up

• Idea; calibrating both a

cladding oxidation and a

hydrogen uptake model

simultaneously

• At the same time

address unknown

sources of uncertainties

• Successful for oxidation

only, less successful for

both QoIs
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Conclusions from previous work

Model inadequacy’s, nuisance etc.

• Adverse effect on calibration

• Difficult to address

A project like CaNel is needed!
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Planning of the work



Concrete resrach steps

Concrete research steps defined as work packages with deliverables

“It is anticipated that this is conducted via a staged approach encom-

passing increasing complexity in both applied statistical methods and

physical models.” – G. Robertson & P. Blair
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Work packages
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So far, and next

The first chunk of work

• WPA1 - Artificial test bed for oxide and hydrogen

• WPC1 - Calibration framework model defects

• WPL3 - Publish

Next

• Real code and real data

• Or another testbed
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Progress



WPA1 - an artificial test bed

• Cladding oxidation and

hydrogen pick-up model

• Controlled environment

• Simple but complicated

enough

• Synthetic data

• Model defects

• Measurement error

• Challenge

• Joint calibration of oxidation

and hydrogen model

constants

Zr + 2H2O −−→ ZrO2 + 2H2
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WPA1 - an artificial test bed

K. Forsberg, M. Limbäck, och A. Massih, ”A model for uniform Zircaloy clad

corrosion in pressurized water reactors”, Nuclear engineering and design, vol.

154, nr 2, Art. nr 2, 1995.
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Generation of synthetic data with model defects

The test-bed is used to generate

synthetic data

• Experimental

• Model (with defects)
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A defect model is obtained
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A defect model is obtained

Can you see the credibility interval?
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Model defects

• Model defects = model cannot reproduce reality

• The bias will supersede the estimated uncertainty
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Prediction/model correction

• The model defect is estimated and corrected for

• Model +model defect describe the the experimental observations.

• Ideal. Relies on finding systematics.
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Uncertainty inflation

• The best estimated of the model is kept but the uncertainty is

inflated.
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Application of the ”margin” method

The aim:

• To inflate model prediction uncertainty to bound the model

deficiency

The margin method:

• A random variability in the calibration parameters is assumed

• Distribution parameters (mean, co-variance matrix) are calibrated

Assumptions:

• The variability is Gaussian distributed over experiments

• Linearity around the best-estimate prediction
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Graphically like this
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In short

Standard calibration

• Model parameters are constants

with uncertainties

• True underlying values of the

model parameters are assumed

The ”margin” formulation

• Model parameters are allowed

to vary between experiments
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Calibration idea

Model defects treatment:

Can the net effect of model defects from various sources be codified in

an oxidation rate/pick-up fraction varying between experiments?
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Theory behind the ”margin” method

A multilevel probabilistic model

• Sought for:

Distribution parameters mean u

and co-variance Σ

• Local level:

Experiment specific θi = {ci , fi}
oxidation rate and pick-up

fraction (Marginalized)

• Conditioning on:

Observed oxide si and hydrogen

concentration hi
(n-experiments).

θi

µ Σ

si hi

i = 1, 2, 3...n

p(µ,Σ | s, h) ∝

(
n∏
i

(∫
p(si | θi )p(hi | θi )p(θi |µ,Σ)dθi

))
p(µ)p(Σ)

Can be approximated if the model is fairly linear. 27/32



Application of the ”margin” method

Can you see the credibility intervals?
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Getting back to the parameters of interest

Solve the integral:

π(θ) =

∫
p(θ|µ,Σ)p(µ,Σ | s, h)dµdΣ

Not so complicated as it looks:

• Post-processing after the calibration.

• For each MCMC sample of µ and Σ.

• Sample θ ∼ p(θ |µ,Σ) = N (θ;µ,Σ)
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The adverse effect of model defects
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Upper bound predictions in licensing

Upper prediction limit = Best estimate prediction +2σ (parameters and

measurement uncertainty)
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Conclusions and outlook

• Test-bed development completed

• Realistic enough

• Model defects

• Adverse impact on calibration

• Traditional Bayesian calibration can underestimate the uncertainty

• We have investigated a method that:

• Can account for model defects by parameter uncertainty inflation

• Works for a two-dimensional output

• TopFuel abstract submitted.

• Next:

• Real code and real data / another test-bed

Thank you!
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